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realized its dream of obtaining a full-time ‘Director of Major Gifts’, exclusive to the school. This is a level
of coverage we have never enjoyed before. For some years the school has lacked any internal,
dedicated development support and the best coverage we have ever previously had was for several
years a half-time position (the other half of that person’s effort was shared with Engineering). CUA has
now followed the path of placing dedicated, exclusive development professionals into many schools.
Our school was one of the first selected for this, given past success with development efforts a decade
ago







(see section on changes to the program below). Another $200,000 general pledged bequest was
made. These funds cannot all be used immediately for pressing needs; much of the money raised is for
dedicated purposes and will likely flow in over a number of years. But the overall result has greatly
exceeded expectations. Some general funds have indeed been booked and have been expended on
marketing, guest critics (here we have been able to begin to address the need for further adjuncts from
downtown teaching in our program), and other general purposes. Again, we feel this new source of
funds is the most substantive, long-term way to address generally the financial health of the school.
Further success here in subsequent years would help wean the school off of its near complete
dependence upon tuition revenue as its source of funds, and would move it more toward a model more
typical amongst private programs of enjoying substantial development support.

I.3.1 Statistical Reports

2015 Visiting Team Assessment: Statistical Reports are provided. However, not all of the
required information is available or easily accessible.

Extensive demographic information is provided. However, no comparative data is
provided to gauge the changes in demographics during the period since the last team
visit. While it is possible to obtain information regarding the changes by comparing the
reports from 2009 and from this year, the changes are too complex to allow a useful,
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CUA, 2017 Response: The changeover in both of the Associate Dean positions since the last visit
have allowed us to put fresh eyes on this issue. One of the new Associate Deans, Hollee Becker, has
extensive experience lecturing in both the areas of structures and environmental controls. She has
brought her expertise in those non-studio subjects to bear on this issue specifically, and has given
greater attention to coordination of co





b. Plans for/Progress in Addressing Causes of Concern

ǒ Human Resources

2015 Visiting Team Comments:

The visiting team supports maintaining the program’s unique multi-disciplinary faculty,
even during transitional budget and enrollment stabilization:

● There is concern that the tenure-track faculty do not have adequate resources to
support scholarship travel needs (faculty report a number of instances of out-of
pocket expenses to support trips).

● The adjunct faculty support the reconfigured comprehensive design experience
by providing vital professional role models for students. Students consult with the
outside firms of these faculty members to improve building design projects and to
establish summer internship and future employment connections. Therefore, the
reduction in funding for hiring adjunct faculty is of concern.

There is a need to restore core support staff for the program in order to stabilize it:
● There is an immediate e



is ironic: typically, urban schools are criticized for being overly reliant on part-time instructors from
downtown and thus for lacking the kind of dedicated cur



that the







Architecture and Urbanism. This is unusual in that the region has for centuries been one of America’s
most prominent venues for classical buildings and designs.  In this way, the initiative was felt to relate
directly to the history of our context: Washington, DC. A further inducement lay in the Catholic
Church’
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